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Addtrack analysis software (http://web.addtrack.se/)

Addtrack is a software used to analyse product conditions and flows. This software has 
been mainly used for transportation companies, but can be easily used to analyse other 
areas. Global companies like Bombardier, Sandvik, GreenCargo and Hyundai use this tool.

The aim of the project was to make the software’s usability more simple, pedagogical and 
responsive. At the same time make the product have customisable interface and give it a 
more flat design feeling. The web application is based on Bootstrap which has made these 
functions much easier.

Addtrack was redesigned completely, as it was performing poorly in usability tests and was 
just hard to use in it’s first original state. The first version of this software was made by 
engineers for engineers, but today it is made understandable for even those who are not 
engineers.

My role in this project was to:
1. Test and interview regular and potential users

2. Interview super users

3. Conduct workshops finding pain points the latest version

4. Create a design concept and hi-fi prototypes

5. Usability test hi-fi prototypes

6. Collaborate with the developers during implementation

7. Regularly consult product owners and developers along the way to ensure that the 
solution is feasible

8. Make use of the analytics data after the launch to further improve the system.











Mobile Stock exchange Signal App “Optima” from Cumula
(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=se.cumula.optima)

Apart from being the UI and UX designer, I also created the graphic profile, including ad 
photos and promo videos.

Creation and release of an Android application.

The idea behind this was to design an application for consumers from age 25 and above to 
easily buy and sell stocks through their mobile phone.

The process of this project:
1.  Analysis and benchmarking;
2. Developing personas and writing scenarios;
3. Concept (flow diagram and data model concepts);
4. Creating a paper prototype and usability testing;
5. Wireframing;
6. Hi-fi prototype
7. Conduct workshops

Mobile app - User flow chart for registration example









Achievo time registration web application
(http://open-source-project-management-tools.blog-
spot.se/2007/06/achievo.html)

Achievo is an open source software with free customisable opportunities. My task in this 
project was to research pain points in the current version and replicate a hi-fi prototype 
with better user experience.

The process of this project:

1. Test and interview regular and potential users

2. Concept

3. Creating prototype and usability testing

4. Collaborate with the developers during implementation

5. Regularly consult product owners and developers along the way to ensure that the 
solution is feasible.

New updated version





ELE Engineering Maintenance manual

The aim of the project was to make the manual's usability more interactive and possible to 
be used on tablets and mobile phones. 

1.   Test and interview regular and potential users;

2.   Developing personas and writing scenarios;

3.   Concept (flow diagram and data model concepts);

4.   Wireframing;

5.   Hi-fi prototype;

6.  Launching manual in the cloud.









Addiva AB graphic profile + digital marketing (http://addiva.se/)

Addiva is a tech consultant company based in Västerås, Sweden. At Addiva I've been 
working as an Inhouse Art Director. During this period I managed and updated their 
graphic profile including their homepage, magazine, all prints, media, photography and 
much more. Today Addiva is noticable on google and has really good ranking. 

Addiva AB website

- Test and interview regular and potential users;
- Developing personas and writing scenarios;
- Concept (flow diagram and data model concepts);
- Wireframing;
- Hi-fi prototype;
- Collaborate with the developers during implementation;
- Regularly consult product owners and developers along the way to ensure that the 
solution is feasible.

Note: This webpage was developed by students for a short period of time and some 
elements and functions are not followed fully according to my prototypes.



Structure and hi-fi prototype

Before updated version
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